PEDIATRIC GLOBAL HEALTH TRACK EXPECTATIONS

(See also Competencies)
(See also Certificate Requirements)

1. PRE- AND POST-TEST
All residents, both on the Track and not, are required to take the pre- and post-tests at start and end of the residency.

2. NOON LECTURE QUIZZES AND SPEAKER EVALS
Lecture participation is logged via the quiz that accompanies each noon lecture, which you can view live or via recording at a later date. 100% quiz completion is required in order to travel abroad (see also Certificate reqs, which are different). Complete the lectures that are posted for YOUR intern class + the ones under the "For All Levels" heading. Please also complete the associated speaker evaluation.

3. ELECTIVES
Four elective options: international, adoption medicine (local), local global health (immigrant and refugee clinic experience) and Indian Health/Tribal Clinic. Resources and forms for each of these electives are located in the corresponding ONLINE LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM sections. Peds residents are allowed a maximum of 3 funded months for electives, and Med-Peds residents are allowed 4 funded months. Local electives are open to all resident levels, but the international and Indian health electives are PL3 or MP3-4 only, or in PL2 or MP2 if a UMN faculty will also be on site.

4. MENTOR PROGRAM
We will use the information you provide about yourself to assign an appropriate mentor for you. You have the option to have all your mentoring done by your global health mentor (which requires two meetings annually between you and your global health mentor--annually in July-Aug and April-May), or you can request both a categorical Peds or Med-Peds mentor, in addition to your global health mentor (in which case, since your residency program requires two mentor meetings annually, the Track would only require one meeting per year, in July-Aug, for a total of 3 meetings per year). The mentor program is an integral part of the Track training. We encourage you to schedule the first mentor meeting as soon as you receive the assignment, so you can begin to work with them for your international health elective and participation the summer global health course, as well as to help you realize/facilitate your goals in global health.